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Tuskegee Airman Visits
Pontiac’s Great Lakes Academy
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How Obama
won re-election
See Page 12

Young Voters Turn
Out in Pontiac

Why Romney's White
House bid fell short
See Page 12

Affirmative Action Not Dead Yet: Appeals
Court Strikes Down Michigan Ban
A federal appeals court reinstated the use of affirmative action in college admissions
Will this influence the major Supreme Court decision scheduled for next year?

Principal Michelle Parham with Lieutenant Colonel Alexander
Jefferson of The Tuskegee Airman. Photo By: Nichelle Parham.

Teacher Absence as a
Leading Indicator of
Student Achievement
New National Data Offer Opportunity
to Examine Cost of Teacher Absence
Relative to Learning Loss
The costs of teacher absence, both in
financial and academic terms, can no
longer be borne in silence.
Story Continues on Page 10

While the legality of affirmative action is under
examination in the Fisher v. University of Texas U.S.
Supreme Court case, a landmark ruling on a Michigan
law by a federal appeals court last week may provide
an indication of what’s to come.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati
lifted Michigan’s ban on affirmative action, declaring
it unconstitutional. The referendum, known as
Proposition 2 and passed by 58 percent of voters in
2006, was declared illegal because it “undermines the
Equal Protection Clause’s guarantee that all citizens
ought to have equal access to the tools of political

change,” Judge R. Guy Cole Jr. wrote in the majority
opinion.
Additionally, the Coalition to Defend Affirmative
Action, Integration and Immigrant Rights and Fight
for Equality By Any Means Necessary (BAMN), the
group that challenged the ban, says it expects the
number of Black and Latino students at universities to
at least double once affirmative action is reinstituted.

What Disease Hits
Black Men Most?

Black Women Have
41% Higher Risk of
Dying of Breast Cancer

A new study by the
Kaiser
Family
Foundation finds that in
almost every state men of
color continue to fare
worse than white men on
a variety of measures of
health, healthcare access
and other social determinants of health.

Story Continues on Page 5

*Price using GM employee discount, national rebate and lease conquest. Price does not
include tax, plates, title or document fees. Price does not include tax. Offer ends 11.30.2012.
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Story Continues on Page 11

Black women are
dying of breast cancer
at a much more
aggressive rate than
white women—and a
new study finds that
disparities in healthcare are to blame.

Story Continues on Page 11
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Editorial

The Pontiac News congratulates the
people of Pontiac for turning out to vote
ON TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6, 2012!
We are especially encouraged by the
number of young people who came out
and exercised their right to vote.
Publisher R. Frank Russell
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Home of the BIG MOUTH Sandwich

Traditional
New York
Style Deli
and Catering
DELI SANDWICHES • SOUP • SALADS • CATERING

At The Bronx Deli we only serve original,
home cooked recipes, mastered over generations.
Our corned beef alone has been hailed the best
by food and restaurant critics from across the
country. New Yorkers are saying “it tastes just
like home!” We offer three ways to place an order:
Dine-in, carryout, or order online and get
free soda! How’d ya get so lucky.

248-681-5555 • www.bronxdeli.com
247 South Telegraph - 1 Block South of Voorheis Rd.
Hours: M-T: 10am – 8pm W-F: 10am – 9pm
SAT: 11am- 9pm SUNDAY: Closed
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Great Lakes Academy Hosted POW Lieutenant Colonel
Jefferson of the Tuskegee Airmen on November 19
Pontiac, Michigan –Great Lakes
Academy staff is proud to have welcomed
Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Jefferson of
The Tuskegee Airman. Jefferson addressed
middle school students and shared not only
his experience as a decorated and elite black
serviceman serving in World War II but also
his experience as a POW.
Lt. Col. Jefferson was born in Detroit on
November 15, 1921 and continues to call
Detroit his home. “I trained at the Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama and became a Second
Lieutenant in 1943 and later joined one of
the most decorated fighting units in the war,
flying P51’s with the legendary and feared
Red Tails. I flew 19 missions having been
shot down on my last over France in 1994. I
was captured and held captive in a prison
camp in Sagan and Mossberg Germany for
the remainder of the war. I was one of the
lucky ones having lost two of my comrades
in the same mission”, stated Jefferson.
The Tuskegee servicemen were dedicated, determined young black men who
enlisted to become America’s first black
military airman at a time when there were
many people who thought that black men
lacked intelligence, skill, courage and patriotism.
They came from every section of the

PPhoto By: Nichelle Parham.
country, with large numbers coming from
New
York,
Washington,
Chicago,
Philadelphia and Detroit.
The black airmen who became single
engine or multi-engine pilots were trained at
Tuskegee Army Airfield (TAAF) in
Alabama. From 1942 through 1946, 992
pilots who graduated at TAAF, receiving

commissions and pilot wings. Additional
training of the 332nd Fighter Group was
conducted at Selfridge Air Base, Michigan
from March 1943 until December 1943.
The outstanding record of black airmen in
World War II was accomplished by men
whose names will forever live in hallowed
memory. Each one accepted the challenge,

proudly displayed his skill and determination
while suppressing internal rage from humiliation and indignation caused by frequent
experiences of racism and bigotry at home
and overseas.
In 1984, President Harry Truman enacted
Executive Order Number 9981 which
directed equality of treatment and opportunity in all of the United States Armed Forces.
This order, in time, led to the end of racial
segregation in the military forces. The
outstanding record of accomplishment and
superb behavior of black airmen during
World War II, and after, were important
factors in the initiation of the historic social
change to achieve racial equality in America.
“It is a great honor to have a highly decorated and historic Tuskegee Airman like Lt.
Col. Jefferson addresses our students. We are
planning a follow-up field trip for our
students to visit the Tuskegee Airmen
National Historical Museum in Detroit. Our
goal at Great Lakes Academy is to provide as
much hands-on learning as possible in our
effort to teach our students academic and
character skills for lifelong success”, stated
Principal Michelle Parham.
For more information, visit www.greatlakesacademy.org or contact Michelle
Parham at 248-334-6434.

Kenneth R. Burch, Sr. P.C.
Attorney At Law
PERSONAL INJURY
Auto and Truck Accidents
Wrongful Death Cases
Medical Malpractice
Premises Liability
All accident and serious injuries

WE HAVE MOVED

See New Address Below
Office - 248-338-1242
Fax - 248-338-1051
Email - kenburch@kenburch.com
295 West Huron - Pontiac, MI 48341
A POSITIVE NEWS SOURCE WITH A LOCAL FLAVOR
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The Pontiac Creative Arts Center
Hosts 2nd Annual Photography
Exhibition: “Images From A
Photographer’s Point Of View”
The Pontiac Creative Arts Center is
hosting its second annual Photography
Exhibition titled “Images from a
Photographer’s Point of View.” The exhibition will run from Friday, November 16
through January 10, 2013. The opening
reception will be on Friday, November 16,
2012 from 5 to 7:30 p.m. at the Pontiac
Creative Arts Center.
“In 2011 the Photography Exhibition
showcased more than 75 submissions, stated
Bill Dwyer, board president of the Pontiac
Creative Arts. “ We are currently on track to
receive upwards of 100 submissions this
year. This local exhibition is a testament to
the talent pool of photographers in our
community.”
“Images from a Photographer’s Point of
View” is a juried art show by local photographer Tim Thompson. Tim has worked at the
Oakland Press for 36 years as a staff photog-

rapher. He has held the title of Photo Editor
for the last 12 years. Tim has received
numerous awards including the Pro Football
Hall Fame Photography award, and the
Society of Professional Journalist Detroit
chapter award. A long-time resident of
Waterford, Tim is looking forward to jurying
the PCAC second annual photography exhibition.
Eight cash prizes will be awarded
including, Best of Show, Second Prize, Third
Prize and Honorable Mentions.
The Pontiac Creative Arts Center is
located at 47 Williams St., Pontiac. Center
hours are Tuesday through Thursday, 10 am
to 4 pm and Saturday, 10 am to 2 pm.
For more information contact the Center
at 248-333-7849 or at pontiaccac@aol.com
The mission of the Pontiac Creative Arts
Center is to capture the spirit of the community through learning and sharing in the arts.

November 23 - December 6, 2012

Transform Pontiac Now
P.O. Box 430395, Pontiac, MI 48343
Facebook Group: “Transform Pontiac Now”
pontiacnow@comcast.net • 248-830-4664 • 248-935-4784
www.transformpontiacnow.com

Holiday Extravaganza
Dec. 1, 2012, 9:30 a.m to 12:30 p.m. (Parade @11)
At TPN Center

Operation Christmas
Dec.24, 2012 • 12:00 p.m. to 3 p.m.
At TPN Center

Richard T.
Taylor, P.C.
Attorney At Law
General Practice
Specializing in Criminal Defense,
Family Law and Civil Law
28 N. Saginaw, Suite 912
Pontiac, Michigan 48342
Email - rrttaylor@aol.com

Phone # 586-481-5981
Fax 248-338-2222
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What’s Happening In Oakland County

Michigan Municipal League
Honors Oakland County
For Green Leadership
Pontiac, Michigan -- Oakland County is one of only seven
local governments to attain the gold award in the Michigan
Municipal League's (MML) recently expanded Michigan Green
Communities Challenge, which measures progress in implementing energy, economic development, and environmental
improvements.
"For Oakland County, being 'green' is about implementing
energy efficiencies that save taxpayers money and maintaining
green space and a clean environment so our residents can enjoy
an active lifestyle and a quality of life that is second to none,"
Oakland County Executive L. Brooks Patterson said.
Among recent Patterson initiatives that have garnered
national attention include opening the nation's first LEED gold
certified general aviation airport terminal in 2011; impleL. Brooks Patterson menting energy efficiencies in government campus buildings
that have saved taxpayers nearly $5 million in utility costs under his OakGreen program; and
being among three counties last year to receive the National Green Infrastructure
Implementation Award.
The Michigan Green Communities Challenge uses a rating system to recognize sustainability accomplishments and serves as a guide for community leaders looking to learn from
their peers, the MML said. It was launched in 2009 and emphasized energy efficiency projects
in an effort to help local governments make the best use of their Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grants. Over the last year, the program was expanded to reflect broader
topics such as green economic development, resource conservation, and water quality.
For more information about the challenge, go to MML.org/green. To learn more about the
county's green initiatives, go to OakGov.com/OakGreen.

November & December
business workshops offered
by Oakland County
Business owners and entrepreneurs who
need assistance are encouraged to attend
seminars offered by the Oakland County One
Stop Shop Business Center. Unless otherwise noted, all programs take place at the
Oakland County Executive Office Building
Conference Center, 2100 Pontiac Lake Road
in Waterford. The building is west of
Telegraph Road. For pre-registration and
location specifics, visit www.Advantage
Oakland.com/expand or call 248-858-0783.
Social Media Marketing Part 3 Advanced Social Media
November 30 - 9 a.m. to Noon
Create and Launch your Social Media
Campaign. In part 3 of this training series,
you will learn advanced strategies and tactics
for building a long-lasting online community

What Disease Hits Black Men Most?
Continued from Page 1
The report, Putting Men’s Health Care
Disparities On The Map: Examining Racial and
Ethnic Disparities at the State Level, documents
the persistence of disparities between white men
and men of color—and among different groups
within men of color—on 22 indicators of health
and well-being, including rates of diseases such
as AIDS, cancer, heart disease and diabetes, as
well as insurance coverage and health screenings. It also documents disparities in factors that
influence health and access to care such as
income and education.
This new analysis provides state-level data
for men of many racial and ethnic populations
that have not been available before. Among the
findings:
• American Indian and Alaska native men
had higher rates of health and access problems
than men in other racial and ethnic groups on
nearly all health indicators. They also had the
highest poverty rate and second worst educational attainment, unemployment rate and incarceration rate.
• More than four in 10 Latino men lacked
insurance (46 percent) and a personal health
care provider (49 percent), and more than a fifth
(22 percent) had no doctor visit in the previous
year due to cost. Latino men also had the lowest
median household income, the largest wage gap
compared to white men and the lowest educational status.
• Black men had much higher rates of
poverty and incarceration and lower rates of
high school graduation than whites. The most
striking health disparity was that nationally
Black men were more than seven times as likely
as white men to be newly diagnosed with AIDS,
with a rate of 101.5 new AIDS cases per
100,000 Blacks ages 13 and older compared

and explore ways to take social media
beyond marketing. Discover how to grow
your base of followers and engage participants across all social media channels,
ensure a reasonable rate of return on your
social media investment, and more. Prerequisite for this workshop is Social Media
Marketing Part 1 & 2. This is part three of
three sessions.Fee: $40
Future Workshops
December
1: Pre-Business Research Workshop
@Farmington Hills Public Library
7: CEED Microloan Orientation
8: Fundamentals of Starting a Business
8: Small Business Loan Workshop
15: Fundamentals of Writing a Business
Plan

LARRY
JONES
CPA
(248) 333-7414
A POSITIVE NEWS SOURCE WITH A LOCAL FLAVOR

with 13.5 new cases per 100,000 whites. The
disparity was even larger in some states, such as
Nebraska,Pennsylvania, and Maryland, where
the rate of new AIDS cases was more than 10
times as high among black men compared to
whites.
• Nationally, Asian American, Native
Hawaiian and Pacific Islander men had the
lowest rate of health problems and the fewest
barriers to access of all subgroups of men, even
white men.
• While white men fared better than minority
men on most access and social indicators, they
had higher rates of some health problems than
men of color, such as higher rates of smoking
and binge drinking. For example, in Wisconsin
35 percent of white men reported binge drinking
compared with 20 percent of minority men.
• Some of the states with the greatest access
disparities between white and minority men
included Connecticut, Maine, New Jersey,
Rhode Island and Washington, D.C., all of
which also exhibited some of the greatest
disparities in income between white and
minority men. Several states with relatively
large Native American populations—
Arizona,North Dakota and South Dakota—also
had large disparities in access between white
and minority men.
The full report, including detailed state-bystate data tables and related fact sheets, is available online. http://www.kff.org/minorityhealth/upload/8344.pdf
A companion report released in 2009 examines similar racial and ethnic disparities among
women, and includes state fact sheets and interactive data tables is available at http://www.kff
.org/minorityhealth/rehc061009pkg.cfm , also
is available. At http://www.kff.org/minorityhealth/upload/7886.pdf
© Copyright 2012 — DiversityInc
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Pontiac Meals On Wheels Holiday
Celebration Aims To Warm A Senior’s Heart
Pontiac, MI -- The Pontiac Meals On
Wheels Holiday Celebration “Warm A
Senior’s Heart” will be held on Friday,
December 14th, at Randy’s on the Lake in
Pontiac, MI beginning at 6 p.m. The
fundraising event will benefit the many
homebound seniors living in the Pontiac,
Keego Harbor and Sylvan Lake areas
through the Pontiac Meals On Wheels
program. “In these economically challenged
times, we want to make sure our seniors in
the community have a special Holiday,” says
Rosa Randolph, program director, Pontiac
Meals On Wheels and event co-chair.
The event will include a Talent Show
Contest, dinner buffet, silent auction and
dancing. WDIVs Local Channel 4 TV
Morning News Anchor Rhonda Walker will

serve as the Mistress of Ceremonies. There
will also be special guest performances by
The Real Deal and Pontiac’s very own
Flautist, Saxophonist and Vocalist Willona
Green. Janis Rogers, event co-chair, says,
“Hunger knows no season. We have an
exciting fun-filled evening planned while we
raise funds to support such a worthwhile
cause.”
Tickets for the PMOW Holiday
Celebration can be purchased for $30.00 by
calling 248-738-9393. All proceeds from the
event will help provide meals for the many
homebound seniors in the area.
The Pontiac Meals on Wheels program
has been serving the Pontiac, Keego Harbor
and Sylvan Lakes areas for over ten years.
“Our mission is to serve the nutritional needs

Serving Pontiac and Its Surrounding Communities
of the homebound and congregate elderly,”
says Randolph. “More than half of the
seniors we serve are economically
depressed. Many are unable to leave their
homes because of medical problems or
cannot physically care for themselves. The
service of homebound meals provides a
nutritious diet that is important when
attempting to improve their quality of life
and keep our seniors in their homes.”
PMOW services over 300 seniors, as well as

A POSITIVE NEWS SOURCE WITH A LOCAL FLAVOR

provides meals on Thanksgiving, Christmas
and New Year’s Day. To donate or volunteer
for Pontiac Meals On Wheels, call 248-7389393, or visit www.pontiacmealsonwheels
.com.
Media Contact: Crystal Williams
Crystal Vision Communications, LLC
313-402-5722
crystal@crystalvisioncommunications.com
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In the End, The Taxpayer Will Pay!
When
the
economy was strong,
revenues were good
and the taxes paid on
the property were
stable. So city officials form special
taxing districts, Tax
Increment Finance
Authority (TIFA) to
Randy Carter, spruce up the area.
Pontiac City
The promises made by
Councilman
the city failed to materialize. When the economy soured and
revenues dropped, to understanding our local
government’s function requires entering into a
world where debt is not debt, government are
not government and billions of dollars in obligations are supposedly traded without risk.
No one really knows how much is owed
by our local government. Some of it does not
have to be reported. Some of it is significantly
under-reported. There’s not even an agreement on what constitutes debt, or what a
DDA, EDC, alpha-bit government is. But
whatever the definition, it all comes with risk
to taxpayers and investors. Taxpayers should
care about it because it’s an obligation that
they or their children are going to have to pay.
People should be concerned about the amount
of debt, the type of debt, and the fact that
there is a plan to pay down the debt.
The original problem was that government
was too large and that it is taking on too much
debt. It’s not living within its means and the
only way to change that is to change direction.
You do need to make difficult decisions.”
Most of the debt has been secret for everything from streets and sewer lines to sports
arenas and theaters. In addition, what was
pledged for lease-purchase agreements, long-

term commitments by different departments
were unsupervised at all levels. Checks and
balances were needed to buy capital improvements, like new buildings or equipment with
annual payments rather than bonds. Approval
was needed for benefits to retired public
employees, such as guarantees to pay health
care premiums, which are underfunded.
The usual way our city goes into debt is to
issue bonds that are repaid through some type
of tax or fee. Usually the interest paid on
bonds is not taxed, making them attractive to
investors who buy them on the open market.
That allows cities to pay lower rates to borrow
money. These bonds often amount to a full
pledge of taxpayers’ wealth. The debt
becomes the first lien on any money that is
pledged to repay it, regardless of the consequences to taxpayers or the agencies that
borrow the money. Standard language in bond
documents tied to land values requires property taxes to increase to whatever level is
necessary to make the annual principal and
interest payments.
Example, an owner of foreclosed property
goes broke, the cost is simply shifted to those
who remain. Debt service is the first claim to
the money. Anything left over is what can be
used to run the rest of the city. If money falls
short, either taxes must be raised or services
reduced. We do have some really tough decisions to make; everything must come out and
be placed on a chopping block for all to see!
But in the past, the can was kicked down the
road. Not all debt is bad. Paying for infrastructure like water and sewer treatment
plants that will be used for decades with longterm bonds makes sense, especially when the
debt is repaid for through specific enterprise
revenues such as water and sewer fees.
“The appropriate use of debt is to build the

infrastructure that the city relies upon,
whether it’s streets and sidewalks, or it’s
water lines and treatment facilities or a public
safety building or city hall; any of your hard
assets,” Lane said. “You are talking about a
long-term asset. You generally match a longterm asset with long-term debt so you have an
even matching the useful life of it with a
steady stream of income over a longer period
of time.” One popular financing mechanism
is lease-purchase, an agreement in which the
city buys a building or other asset with annual
payments and ends up owning it at the end of
a certain period of time. Officials claim
lease-purchase contracts are not debt because
no long-term bonds are issued and the lease
payments are appropriated every year, regardless of the length of the contract.
So the thinking goes, if a city finances a
new fire station through a 20-year leasepurchase agreement, it could get out of the
obligation by simply stopping the payments
and vacating the building. Reality is far
different, first, if a new building was financed
through lease-purchase, then the space is
presumably needed and moving out of a new
facility would be impractical. But even more
important, a government agency that backs
out of a lease-purchase deal would jeopardize
its credit rating on more traditional bond
financing. Cities can create municipal property corporations, semi-private non-profit
entities with the power to issue bonds for
municipal projects. The corporations use the
bonds to make capital improvements and then
lease them back to the city with annual appropriations, often with a dedicated revenue
stream such as water fees. It’s not a debt of the
city, it is a debt of the corporation, but the city
(YOU) is obligated to pay it. Municipal property corporations the “ultimate screwing”

New Policy on Education Reform

Brenda Carter Secretary School
District City of Pontiac
Governor Snyder commissioned a
committee to overhaul the State Aid Act of
2009. This new act would allow students to
“learn at any time, any place, any way, and
any pace. This is to base student aid on
performance. In a recent news article, Dr.
Vickie Markavitch, superintendent of
Oakland Schools cites Governor Snyder’s
proposal to overhaul public education as
“radical experiment” and “dangerous”.
Markavitch said that the proposal drafted by
the Oxford foundation was not built on tried
and true methods and had no accountability.
If this legislation is passed into law, public
schools would pretty much cease to exist as
we know it.

The five major areas that would be
affected are:
1. The removal of district ownership of a
student. This will allow the student to enroll
anywhere in the state.
2. Online learning. Classes will be available online. The district cannot limit how the
student learns.
3. Funding will follow the student.
4. Framework for performance-based
funding in all courses.
5. Early graduation scholarships –
Students who graduate early will receive
$2,500
Tresa Zumsteg, interim superintendent
for Rochester Community Schools states that
this would affect our neediest children the
most. She says “children will be handed
over to companies without research-based
strategies, rather than implementing strategies such as early childhood programs and
preventive health screenings, and providing
nutritional meals that have been proven to
help children in poverty and “at-risk.”
In an article written in the Lansing based
paper MIRS, Richard McLellan, one of the
three committee members stated, “Under this
approach, each district would receive a perpupil allowance, but schools could earn more
above that level by showing student progress
during the school year and not just on test
scores per se. He said it’s the carrot, not the
stick strategy.”
However,
Waterford
school
Superintendent John Silveri said, “Our

elected officials should be taking a careful,
surgical approach by focusing on specific
problems where they exist, working in
collaboration with experts in the field of
education to make well-planned and well
thought out decisions based on research,
results and best practice.”
In the end, it appears to be a voucher
system, relegating education to private
companies which may or may not have our
children’s educational interests in mind. We
need to ask ourselves, will this new system
educate the children of Pontiac? Most
importantly, what are the short and long term
ramifications if this Act is passed into law?
John Austin, President of the State Board
of Education stated, “"It's absolutely destructive. It has nothing to do with improving
quality. It's loaded with the ideology of
creating a new for-profit system for learning
that will dismantle the schools we have."
Sources:
Dillaber, D (2012) Oakland County
school officials blast Snyder proposal for
state education overhaul Reference:
http://theoaklandpress.com/articles/2012/11/20/news/local_news/doc50aaa
4867c56b188069630.txt?viewmode=fullstory
The
Oxford-Foundation
(2012)
MICHIGAN EDUCATION FINANCE
PROJECT
UPDATE
Reference:
http://oxfordfoundationmi.com/2012/11/20/
mclellan-school-re-write-getting-harsh-reaction/
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used to mask their true debt from taxpayers,
and to avoid state constitutional requirements
for voter approval.
Then there are special districts, Franchise
Debt which have specific powers to tax or
issue debt for everything from electrical
service and flood control to building amusement parks and providing cable service.
Some districts are set up to benefit private
interests. Land developers can petition cities
to form community facilities districts to pay
their infrastructure costs, not just for traditional public services like roads and water
lines, but also for things like parks, equestrian
trails and jogging paths. The bonds are repaid
through property taxes. Usually the initial
debt payments are made by the developer. But
as the raw land is developed, the people who
buy homes or businesses there pick up the tab.
The amount of total general obligation
debt that can be issued by a county, city or
school district also is limited based on the
total value of the property within the jurisdiction. The most significant is pensions for
Police, Fire and city employees. Technically
pension plans do not have debt. They do have
unfunded obligations. That figure is calculated by taking the current value of each
plan’s assets, figuring out how much it will
grow in the future as it is invested; then
comparing it to the benefits that will have to
be paid out to retirees over a given period of
time, typically 30 years.
The difference is reported in
Comprehensive Financial Reports (CAFR) as
unfunded actuarial liabilities. Other retiree
benefits, mainly health insurance premiums
the pension funds will pay; Government
pension funds have come under greater
scrutiny in recent years because of the optimistic assumptions used to calculate
unfunded liabilities. Because there is no firm
figure as to what is owed – as there is with
bond debt – pension fund debt is figured using
estimates as to how much their current assets
can be expected to make through investments
in the stock market’s future. All of the funds
are assume an annual earnings rate of 8 to 9
percent. That is unrealistic, since the prediction of unfunded liabilities can rise or fall
based on the assumptions of how much
interest will be earned over the next 30 years,
changing the expected earnings rate a few
percentage points can alter the predicted
revenues by billions of dollars.
Because pension benefits are guaranteed,
the rate of return used to calculate the value of
current investments should be based on what
the market is paying for low risk debt instruments such as treasury bills. You have a
highly certain, guaranteed promise to pay
people in the future with an extremely uncertain asset base. Investments have constantly
lost ground, year after year. Fund shortfalls
would be calculated in part by using the yields
of high-quality, tax-exempt municipal bonds
rather than only the more arbitrary 8 to 9
percent figure used now. The GASB board is
currently reviewing public comments.
New rules will be issued in December,
2012. In the end, it doesn’t matter whether
government debt comes through bonds,
certificates of participation, lease-purchase,
unfunded pension obligations or accounting
tricks. It doesn’t matter whether it is issued
directly through a city or county, a municipal
property corporation or some other type of
special districts. It is recognized that all debt,
regardless of the source of revenue pledged
for repayment, represents some sort of cost to
taxpayers.
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Golden Opportunity Senior Citizens Club Event
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Homes
$$ Save Thousands $$

Pontiac

$

14,500

$

7,200

$

10,000

$

15,000

2 BR, 670 SF, Basement
Cozy Ranch, Updated Kitchen Cabinets
I-75 / Martin Luther

3 BR, 1076 SF, Basement
Entry Lvl Master Bedroom, Tile Kitchen Floor
W. Columbia / Baldwin

2 BR, 1041 SF, Basement
Very Nice Home, Two Fireplaces, Fenced Yard
Huron / Telegraph

2 BR, 924 SF, Basement
Comfortable Condo With Open Floor Plan
Walton / Opdyke

Brandon Twp

Hazel Park

Highland Twp

Madison Heights

$

20,000

$22,000

2 BR, 888 SF, Garage
Nice Starter Home, Open Kitchen, Fenced Yard
Seymour Lk / Ortonville

2 BR, 1129 SF, Basement, Garage
Charming Bungalow With Bonus Room
Off 9 Mile / John R

3 BR, 2 BA, 1428 SF, Basement, Garage
Full Basement, Bonus Room, Two Car Garage
Highland Rd / Duck Lake

2 BR, 716 SF, Garage
Eat-In Kitchen And A Great Deck Off Back
11 Mile / John R

Madison Heights

Rochester Hills

Royal Oak

Waterford Twp

$

248,000

$29,000
3 BR, 1040 SF
Brick Ranch, Spacious Living And Dining Area
Lincoln / John R

4 BR, 2.5 BA, 2359 SF, Basement, Garage
Spacious Colonial, Beautiful Wood Flooring
Walton / Adams

Please join us at Inside Realty on Saturdays at 10 AM

HUD Homebuyer Seminar:
Answering Your Questions
What is a HUD Property? How do I qualify?
How can I save money by buying a HUD home?
How much home can I afford?
Seminars are scheduled for every Saturday, however space is
limited, please call 248-758-0022 to reserve your seat.

Inside Realty
1877 Orchard Lake Road Suite 204, Sylvan Lake MI 48320

HUD Homes
Please Visit
InsideRealty.com

100,000

$

42,000

$

$

50,000

3 BR, 975 SF, Basement, Garage
Spacious Kitchen, Full Basement And Garage
Lincoln / Campbell

$

23,000

3 BR, 856 SF
Solid Ranch, Updated Kitchen, Roomy Living
Cass Elizab / Cass Lk Rd

For information on ANY
property ANYWHERE

TEXT “Inside”
*
to 59559
Call Us Today and Ask for
Your FREE HUD Photo List!

(248) 758-0022

* Terms & Conditions: http://www.kwkly.com/TermsOfService.aspx. Please see our Privacy Policy at http://www.kwkly.com/PrivacyPolicy.aspx for more information. Message & Data rates may apply
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Educational Matters

Teacher Absence as a Leading Indicator of Student Achievement
New National Data Offer Opportunity to Examine Cost of Teacher Absence Relative to Learning Loss
The costs of teacher absence, both in financial and academic terms, can no longer be borne in silence.
By Raegen Miller
© 2012 Center for American Progress
On any given school day, up to 40 percent of
teachers in New Jersey’s Camden City Public
Schools are absent from their classrooms. Such a
high figure probably would not stand out in parts of
the developing world, but it contrasts sharply with
the 3 percent national rate of absence for full-time
wage and salaried American workers, and the 5.3
percent rate of absence for American teachers
overall. Certainly, it isn’t unreasonable for Camden
residents to expect lower rates of teacher absence,
particularly when the district annually spends top
dollar—more than $22,000 per pupil—to educate
its students. And advocates for students of color,
who constitute 99.5 percent of the district’s enrollment, could potentially use these new data from the
Department of Education to support a civil rights
complaint.
Beginning in 2009 the Office for Civil Rights in
the U.S. Department of Education included a new
item on its biennial Civil Rights Data Collection
survey—teacher absences. Notwithstanding
concerns about equity, attention to this issue is
appropriate for two reasons:
• First, teachers are the most important schoolbased determinant of students’ academic success.
It’s no surprise researchers find that teacher absence
lowers student achievement.
• Second, resources are scarce, and any excess
of funds tied up in teacher absence, which costs at
least $4 billion annually, should be put to better use.
This report uses the Civil Rights Data
Collection dataset released in early 2012 to raise
questions and drive debate about the subject of
teacher absence. This dataset comes from the first
national survey to include school-level information
on teacher absence. The measure constructed from
this information is the percentage of teachers who
were absent more than 10 times during the year.
The Department of Education calls the measure a
“leading indicator,” a reasonable label given the
documented relationship between absence rates
measured at the teacher level and student achievement. Yet very little is known about the properties
of this new school-level measure.
On average, 36 percent of teachers nationally
were absent more than 10 days during the 2009-10
school year based on the 56,837 schools analyzed
in the dataset. The percentages reported by individual schools range from 0 percent to 100 percent,
with 62 percent of the variation in the measure
occurring between districts and a third occurring
within districts. The latter statistic is significant
because all schools within a given district operate
under the same leave policies, and teacher absence
levels well above a district average may be a
symptom of a dysfunctional professional culture at
the building level.
State averages on the novel Civil Rights Data
Collection measure of teacher absence range from a
low of 20.9 percent in Utah to a high of 50.2
percent in Rhode Island. A ranking of states on page
8 raises questions about the wisdom of some states’
teacher absence policies.
This report also notes that teacher absence is yet
another item that can be added to the list of ways in
which charter schools differ from traditional public
schools. Teachers are absent from traditional public
schools more than 10 times per year at a rate that is
15.2 percentage points higher than in charter
schools.
A school’s grade-level configuration provides
some indication of its teachers’ absence behavior.
An average of 33.3 percent of teachers were absent
more than 10 days in high schools. The correspon-

ding figures for elementary and middle schools are
36.7 percent and 37.8 percent, respectively. In this
sense, this novel measure tracks conventional rates
of absence constructed from teachers’ daily absence
records.
This report also supplies evidence that students
in schools serving high proportions of African
American or Latino students are disproportionately
exposed to teacher absence. Holding constant the
grade-level and whether a school is a charter, a
school with its proportion of African American
students in the 90th percentile has a teacher absence
rate that is 3.5 percentage points higher than a
school in the 10th percentile. The corresponding
differential based on percentages of Latino students
is 3.2 percentage points.
With these and other findings, this report seeks
to draw attention to the too long-neglected subject
of teacher absence. The costs of teacher absence,
both in financial and academic terms, can no longer
be borne in silence. The abundance of variation in
teacher absence behavior, both between districts
and within, means that there is room in many
districts and individual schools for teachers to have
adequate access to paid leave while being absent
less frequently.
Admittedly, more research is needed, especially
on within-district factors that shape absence
behavior, including school leadership and professional norms. Such inquiry, which requires finegrained absence data tied carefully to other information, can ride on the coattails of data-intensive
efforts currently underway to fold student achievement data into performance evaluations of teachers.
The federal government engaged in what is fashionably called “data driven decision making” when
it introduced teacher absence to the Civil Rights
Data Collection survey. Policymakers at lower
levels of government can get on board in the
following ways:
• State policymakers should revisit statutes
governing employees’ leave privileges. All
employees should have access to a minimum standard of at least seven paid sickdays per year, and
most teachers are covered by the federal Family
and Medical Leave Act, which provides up to 12
weeks of job-protected leave to care for a new
child, a seriously ill family member, or to recover
from one’s own serious illness. But teachers’ leave
provisions in some states may be too permissive,
elevating rates of absence and incurring the financial liability of accumulated, unused leave.
• All states should follow the lead of California
and New Jersey to ensure that employees have
access to family and medical leave insurance to
provide income support when a worker has a new
child, needs to care for a seriously ill family
member, or needs to recover from one’s own
serious illness.
• Encourage local policymakers to “right-size”
leave privileges and initiate incentive policies
designed to reduce levels of teacher absence. Many
examples of such policies exist and teachers
respond to them. The cost associated with smart
incentive plans can be covered by the savings realized from reduced absence rates. Improved student
achievement would be a likely and desirable side
benefit of such initiatives.
Dealing with teacher absence
As employers, school districts must accommodate some level of teacher absence with a combination of policies and management tools. Prominent
policies include some number of days of paid leave
for illness or personal reasons, and incentives
discouraging frivolous use of paid leave. An electronic absence management system that records

absences, assigns substitutes, and produces reports
is a commonplace management tool.
State policies often set parameters for local
policy. Districts in Ohio, for example, must offer
teachers at least 15 days of paid sick leave per year.
Mississippi, in contrast, sets the floor at seven days.
States also set the bar in terms of qualifications for
substitute teachers, with some requiring little more
than a high school diploma. Others require a
baccalaureate degree or even full licensure as a
teacher, which is the case in North Dakota.
Charter schools, on the other hand, are typically
free to operate outside the state parameters, but
traditional districts also enjoy latitude around many
issues bearing on teachers’ absence behavior.
Collective bargaining contracts or board policies
may specify, for example, the point at which a
stretch of absence due to illness requires medical
verification, or proscribe the use of personal leave
on days adjacent to school holidays.
The drivers of teacher absence
A good deal is known about relationships
among teacher absence, relevant policies, and
management practices. One would expect, for
example, to see higher rates of absence where more
paid leave is available and where there’s less incentive to take leave frugally. Teachers also tend to be
absent less often if they’re required to notify their
principal of impending absences by telephone.
Employers and teachers can both benefit from policies that balance paid short-term leave priveleges
with income insurance for unpaid leave associated
with absences covered by the Family and Medical
Leave Act.
But policy and management alone don’t determine employee behavior. Individual and schoollevel factors also matter. Female teachers tend to be
absent more often than their male counterparts, a
finding consistent across employment sectors and
with links to highly gendered family responsibilities. Teachers who commute long distances—and
are therefore more susceptible to bad weather and
other obstacles—also tend to be absent more often
than teachers with shorter commutes.
The costs of teacher absence
Schools spend more on the salary and benefits
of teachers than any category of expenditure, so it’s
not surprising that the financial costs of teacher
absence are high. With 5.3 percent of teachers
absent on a given day, stipends for substitute
teachers and associated administrative costs
amount to a minimum of $4 billion annually.
Additional financial costs tied to teacher absence
include payouts of accumulated, unused leave and
annual awards designed to discourage unnecessary
absences. In some states these payout costs come in
the form of enhanced lifetime pension benefits. A
comprehensive cost figure is extremely difficult to
calculate, but this does not preclude knowing that
the figure is too high.
In addition, districts routinely generate teacher
absences themselves by conducting professional
development activities during class time. Charter
schools are less likely to engage in this practice, but
traditional districts tend to see the costs of absence
as lower than the costs of lengthening teachers’
contract year with a proportional increase in salary.
This false dichotomy provides a glimpse of how
rigid, traditional compensation systems stifle
creative, cost-saving, and strategic thinking.
Likewise, teacher absence has important nonfinancial costs. It negatively affects student achievement, a fact borne out by research that finds that
every 10 absences lowers average mathematics
achievement equivalent to the difference between
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having a novice teacher and one with a bit more
experience. Estimating such effects is challenging,
in part, because achievement tends to be measured
far less frequently than absence, which is a day-byday phenomenon. The learning-loss costs of
teacher absence, however, have high face validity.
Inequity, seldom out of the picture in U.S.
education, rears its head in teacher absence.
Students in schools serving predominantly lowincome families tend to endure teacher absence at a
higher rate than students in more affluent communities. Thus, it’s plausible that achievement gaps
can be attributed, in part, to a teacher attendance
gap.
The absence culture
The professional culture of a school—the
norms, formal and informal, that guide teachers’
behavior—has a facet related to absence.
Researchers have studied this facet, the so-called
absence culture, along two dimensions. The first
has to do with how similarly teachers behave to one
another. One study found, for example, collusive
behavior among teachers in one school as an explanation for its consistently high absence rates relative to rates found in neighboring schools.
Researchers in Australia found that an increase in
the average absence rate of a teacher’s colleagues
increased the teacher’s own absence tally.
The second dimension of absence culture
focuses on trust among staff. Trust can be framed as
the degree of professional autonomy enjoyed by
teachers. Absences in low-trust settings can represent a “deviant” or “calculative” mindset,
depending how much tug the culture has on
teachers’ behavior. Such behavior in the realm of
absence hardly sounds conducive to school
improvement, and it underscores broader concern
with trust in the research literature on school
improvement and in practical matters such as
states’ applications for competitive federal grants
under the Race to the Top program.
Illness and occupational hazards
The nature of teachers’ work may explain some
of their absences. Multiple studies have linked
teacher absence with job-related stress, and there’s
some evidence that absences due to symptoms and
complications of vocal strain may be prevented
with classroom amplification systems. Anecdotal
reports suggest that new teachers are particularly
susceptible to student-borne illnesses, making the
notion that teachers’ immune systems require a
period of adjustment appealing. Research following
this line is difficult to do because new teachers tend
to be absent less often than their more experienced
colleagues, in part because they lack the privileges
and job security, and perhaps in part because
they’re better able to power through, engaging in
“presenteeism.” At any rate, school-wide use of
hand sanitizer reduces rates of teacher absence.
Timing
Researchers consistently find two patterns in
the timing of teachers’ absences. First, teachers are
absent most frequently on Mondays and Fridays.
Second, a high proportion of absences due to illness
occur in blocks of time short enough that no
medical certification is required. These findings are
hardly surprising given that they are consistent with
findings from studies of employees in other fields.
Information about such patterns is lost in the blunt,
school-level measure of absence embraced by the
Civil Rights Data Collection survey, but that does
not preclude these data from bringing light to a dark
corner of education policy and practice.
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Affirmative Action
Not Dead Yet
Continued from Page 1
Reactions to Affirmative
Action in Michigan
“We are pleased that the 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals has made the common-sense
ruling that diversity can be a part of the
consideration in university admissions, state
hiring and state contracting. The private
sector takes affirmative steps regularly to
ensure that they have hiring, promotion and
contracting practices that are inclusive,” says
Thomas Costello, president and CEO of the
Michigan Roundtable for Diversity and
Inclusion.
He continues, “It is foolish to prevent the
public sector from using the best practices of
our most successful businesses and corporations. We hope that Michigan will again
begin the judicious use of affirmative-action
policies to ensure true equal access to opportunity in our state.”
Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette,
however, has sworn to appeal the case to the
U.S. Supreme Court, citing the need for
merit-based admissions and a desire to
uphold the fair rule of law. And Jennifer
Gratz, the white plaintiff in the 2003
Supreme Court case that challenged
University of Michigan undergraduate

admissions policies, wrote on her Facebook
wall: “The court has given me a clear
mission: I must re-engage in the fight to
guarantee fair and equal treatment for all.
The court has no right to overturn the will of
the people and decide that equality is unconstitutional.”
What’s Affirmative Action’s Future?
The decision comes at a critical watershed for affirmative action—the U.S.
Supreme Court currently is examining
whether race-based college admissions are
constitutional as a whole. The Fisher v.
University of Texas case, which was heard in
October and should be decided next year,
could result in the repeal of the historic
Grutter v. Bollinger decision from 2003,
which upheld race was a viable factor in
determining college acceptance.
Corporations who filed a friend-of-thecourt brief on behalf of affirmative action in
the Fisher case—and attested to the bottomline benefits of maintaining a diverse
pipeline—include several DiversityInc Top
50 companies: Aetna (No. 24), Merck & Co.
(No. 16), Northrop Grumman (No. 42) and
Procter & Gamble (No. 5).
Source DiversityInc ©
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Black Women Have
41% Higher Risk of
Dying of Breast Cancer
Continued from Page 1
Black women are dying of breast cancer at a
much more aggressive rate than white women—
and a new study finds that disparities in healthcare are to blame.
A study from the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) shows that while white women have a
higher incidence of breast cancer, Black women
have a 41 percent higher mortality rate—perhaps
because more Black women are diagnosed with
regional- or distant-stage cancer (45 percent
versus 35 percent). Out of every 100 breastcancer diagnoses, Black women have nine more
deaths (27 versus 18).
The report, Vital Signs: Racial Disparities in
Breast Cancer Severity, finds that the issue goes
beyond genetics: Equity in healthcare access and
the quality of that care are major contributors to
breast-cancer prognoses.
“Breast-cancer death rates have been
declining among U.S. women since 1990
because of early detection and advances in treatment; however, all racial groups have not benefited equally,” reads the report. “Black women
experience inequities in breast-cancer screening,
follow-up, and treatment after diagnosis, leading
to greater mortality.”
Findings include:
• Only 62 percent of Black women start treatment within 30 days, compared with 82 percent
of white women.
• Black women’s diagnosis-to-mammogram
intervals are longer than white women, even
when both individuals have the same insurance—20 percent of Black women had an
interval of 60 days or more compared with 12
percent of white women.
• One study showed that equitable treatment
could eliminate up to 19 percent of the mortality
difference between Black and white women.
Eliminating Racial
Disparities in Healthcare
“It’s a complex problem, but there are clearly
avoidable components of this that we can
address and resolve—the issues related to
healthcare quality,” Dr. Marcus Plescia, Director
of the Division of Cancer Prevention and
Control at the CDC and one of the report’s
authors, told The New York Times. “It’s time to
step forward and say that this disparity is unacceptable.”
University Hospitals CEO Thomas Zenty
recently discussed the impact of diversity
management and new healthcare reform laws

HELP YOUR CHILD GET
BETTER GRADES AND TEST
SCORES IN SCHOOL!
Order Your Copies of The Parent Success Kit
and The Student Success Kit Today
Contact YDI @ YDIyouthDevelop@aol.com
or TPN @ call 248-758-1411
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with DiversityInc CEO Luke Visconti, noting
the growing need for hospitals and other
providers to take a proactive approach to eliminating racial gaps in healthcare coverage.
“Many studies have shown that there is a
direct correlation between people of diverse
backgrounds being willing to seek care and
knowing that people who look like them will
actually be providing that care. So the intersection between diversity and disparities is rather
significant,” explains Zenty in the video below.
“We want to make certain that we’re doing
everything that we can to make sure that people
of color will be able to work in our organization,
hold positions of leadership—caregivers, clinicians and support staff.”
Eli Lilly and Company Chairman, President
and CEO John Lechleiter, agrees. He notes that
disparities in healthcare have become a global
issue—and it’s up to industry corporations and
care providers to take the lead in eliminating
healthcare disparities.
“The importance of diversity as an underpinning of our business success today and for the
future has become more clear to me and more
evident,” he says. “Our business is shifting in
terms of serving different populations and
different segments of different populations, both
here in the U.S. and in emerging markets.
It’s brought me and the whole company a
greater awareness of how different we are with
respect to the way in which medicine is practiced, the way in which treatment is sought, the
way in which people understand disease and
approach therapy.
Source DiversityInc ©
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Doctors’ Hospital of Michigan Opens
New In-Patient Substance Abuse Unit
Pontiac, MI
~Doctors’ Hospital
of Michigan in
Pontiac
has
opened the first
phase of a new
inpatient
Substance Abuse
unit on 7-South.
The
voluntary
inpatient substance
abuse program is
unique to Northern
Oakland County Yatinder Singhal,
MD
due to the treatment of dual-diagnoses for addiction in tandem with psychiatric disorders, stated Yatinder Singhal, MD,
the Medical Director of the program. Dr.
Singhal also noted that most Substance
Abuse units don’t have a Psychiatrist on
staff. The 10 room unit will eventually be
expanding to 20+ rooms. All but 4 patient
rooms will be private, and patients will be
seen by a psychiatrist, receive daily group

therapy by an RN, MSW, and RT, and have
access to Substance Abuse Counselors. The
Substance Abuse Program incorporates the
12-step treatment model in a multi-disciplinary setting as a more integrated approach to
helping patients overcome addiction.
Doctors’ Hospital of Michigan is a fullservice, acute care hospital in Pontiac . The
hospital celebrated its 4th year in service to
Northern Oakland County on November 8th.
For persons interested in finding out how to
receive treatment in this new voluntary inpatient unit, contact Doctors’ Hospital of
Michigan at (248) 857-7543 or go to
www.dhofm.com/
SubstanceAbuseTreatment . The hospital is
located on M-59 in Pontiac between
Woodward Avenue and Telegraph Road .
For more information contact: Anne
Mancour, Community Relations &
Communications, Doctors’ Hospital of
Michigan , (248) 857-7125, amancour@
dhofm.com, www.dhofm.com
DHM is a full-service acute-care medical
facility providing a wide range of health care

services to Northern Oakland
County . Services include a
Behavioral Medicine and a
new dual-diagnosis Substance
Abuse Unit, an award-winning
Family Medicine Center and
Family Medicine Residency
program, radiation oncology
cancer treatment, hematology/oncology
infusion
center, 8 surgical suites,
med/surg recovery rooms, 10suite Intensive Care Unit, 24hour Emergency Center,
cardiac cath lab, cardiac stress
testing (EEG, Dobutamine
stress-testing), EMGs, radiology and nuclear medicine
testing, out-patient physical
therapy, and lab services.
Specialties include Euro-Peds
intensive pediatric physical therapy
(www.europeds.org), a national center for
the treatment of children with neuromuscular
disorders. DHM also operates the Waterford

Ambulatory Care Center in Waterford,
Michigan, North Oakland ASC, and a
durable medical goods division, RT
Specialists.

How Obama won re-election
David Jackson, USA TODAY
When looking for the keys to victory,
one should not overlook the candidate
himself. Obama, enjoying the advantages
of incumbency, remained a powerful
speaker, with star power on the stump.
7:31AM EST November 9. 2012 President John F. Kennedy said that "victory
has a thousand fathers, but defeat is an
orphan" — though President Obama and his
aides cited a single reason for their re-election success.
Turnout.
Obama campaign officials said their getout-the-vote organization — the people who
make calls, knock on doors, micro-target
potential voters and drive supporters to the
polls — was more than three years in the
making, building on their record-breaking
effort in 2008.
"We had a good organization in '08," said
Obama senior adviser David Plouffe. "This
organization is light-years ahead of that."
Getting Obama loyalists into voting
booths helped the president overcome
anxiety over the economy and well-funded
Republican challenger Mitt Romney on his
way to a second term in the White House.
And immediately after it was over,

Obama's campaign sent an e-mail to
supporters to thank them for it. "I want you
to know that this wasn't fate, and it wasn't an
accident. You made this happen," said the
message signed "Barack." "You organized
yourselves block by block. You took ownership of this campaign five and ten dollars at a
time."
Still, Kennedy had a point — many other
factors sired Obama's victory.
They included one big policy decision
with a big impact on a big state — the auto
bailout in Ohio. The incumbent also
appeared to benefit from nature's version of
the October Surprise, Hurricane Sandy.
Then, of course, there's the candidate
himself. Obama, enjoying the advantages of
incumbency, remained a powerful speaker,
with star power on the stump.
And historians also may cite the political
influence of four very different individuals:
George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, Osama bin
Laden, and Romney himself.
Among the keys to Obama's victory:
Ohio and the auto bailout. Obama aides
always believed that winning Ohio — as
they did in 2008 — would seal re-election.
They put a special effort into the Buckeye
State by touting the government rescue of
Chrysler and General Motors — a resonant
issue in Ohio, where an estimated one in

eight jobs depends on the auto industry.
Hurricane Sandy. The massive, deadly
storm that slammed into the Northeast on
Oct. 29 gave Obama a chance to exhibit presidential leadership in a very public way. New
Jersey's prominent Republican Gov. Chris
Christie — who had been the keynote
speaker at the GOP convention in August —
praised Obama's leadership and the federal
response to the devastation the storm
wrought upon his state. The storm also basically froze the race, forcing Romney to
suspend his campaign at a time when some
pollsters saw him gaining momentum.
Defining Romney. For many voters, the
Obama campaign successfully portrayed
Romney as a plutocrat businessman out of
touch with the concerns of middle-class
Americans. Romney himself also helped that
effort. A key event: The surfacing of a video
from a private Romney fundraiser, in which
the Republican candidate was heard
dismissing "47%" of Americans who either
don't pay taxes or live off government assistance.
Former presidents. George W. Bush and
Bill Clinton. Obama often talked about the
"mess" he inherited from his Republican
predecessor, from a near-collapse of the
economy to long wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Enough voters apparently
agreed with the incumbent's assessment that

things are getting better, while Romney's
policies mirrored those of the Bush years.
Clinton, a rival after Obama defeated
Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2008
Democratic primaries, came to the incumbent's rescue throughout this election season.
His speech to the Democratic convention —
defending Obama's economic record, denigrating Romney's economic plans, and
reviving memories of the economic boom of
the 1990s — may have been the highlight of
the Democrats' week in Charlotte.
Osama bin Laden. The daring 2010 raid
that killed the al-Qaeda founder bolstered
Obama's national security credentials, often
a weak spot for Democratic candidates. The
president's record of ending the war in Iraq
and winding down of the war in Afghanistan
also proved popular with many voters. The
campaign's summary message was "Osama
bin Laden is dead, and General Motors is
alive."
In the end, however, Obama and his aides
kept returning to organization as the key to
their re-election bid. The president made this
case constantly on the stump.
On Election Day itself, during a morning
visit to a campaign office, Obama said: "We
feel confident we've got the voters to win ...
it's going to depend ultimately on whether
those voters turn out."

Why Romney's White House bid fell short
Jackie Kucinich and Paul Singer, USA
TODAY
Mitt Romney's White House run
encountered several obstacles, some of his
own making.
8:03AM EST November 7. 2012 Throughout the election season, President
Obama looked vulnerable. The unemployment rate hung above 8%, the White House
and Congress had been unable to resolve the

nation's looming fiscal crisis, and the nation
seemed weary of big government proposals
such as the Obama-backed health care law
and stimulus spending.
Mitt Romney seemed to be in good position to capitalize — a successful businessman, a Republican who was elected
governor of a Democratic state, a man not
tarred by scandal or extreme rhetoric.
And yet, after six years of running for the
White House, he fell short.

While books will be written about how
the campaign failed to reach the summit, a
handful of hurdles stand out.
The economy. The nascent signs of a
recovering economy seemed to have given
the public just enough confidence in Obama
to give him a second term, and deny Romney
his chance to try his plan. Several key swing
states including Ohio, Virginia, Iowa and
Colorado all have seen their unemployment
numbers drop below the national average;
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nationwide, the jobs report released at the
beginning of October showed unemployment dropping below 8% for the first time in
four years, stealing a key line from Romney's
standard stump speech.
Several Republican governors — such as
John Kasich in Ohio, where the unemployment rate has dropped to 7% — argued that

See Romney on page 13
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“Phoenix Wrestling
Is Back Again”
TRADITION CONTINUES

Pontiac High 2012-2013
Wrestling Schedule
Saturday December 1, 2012
@ Hazel Park Scrimmage
Wednesday December 5, 2012
@ Cesar Chavez Academy
Saturday December 8, 2012
@ Waterford Mott Invite
Wednesday December 12, 2012 @ Avondale
Wednesday December 19, 2012 @ Pontiac High
Pontiac High versus Pontiac Academy
Friday December 21, 2012
@ Lake Orion
Oakland County Championships
Saturday December 22, 2012
@ Lake Orion
Oakland County Championships
Friday December 28, 2012
@ Brother Rice Invite
Saturday January 5, 2013
@ Rochester Adams Invite
Wednesday Jan 9, 2013
@ Royal Oak tri-meet
Wednesday January 16, 2013
@ Troy Athens tri-meet
Saturday January 19, 2013
@ Cesar Chavez Invite
Wednesday January 23, 2013
@ North Farmington tri-meet
Saturday January 26, 2013
@ Flint Beecher Invite
Friday February 1, 2013
@ Southfield High
League Championships

12:00 pm
5:30 pm
9:00 am
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
4:00 pm
9:00 am
9:00 am
9:00 am
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
9:00 am
5:30 pm
9:00 am
4:30 pm

-TBATeam District Championships
Individual District Championships
Team Regional Championships
Individual Regional Championships
MHSAA Team State Championships (Battle Creek- Kellogg Arena)
MHSAA Individual State Championships (Palace of Auburn Hills)

“Phoenix Pride”
Former Pontiac High
Wrestlers attending college:
Andre Young, Oklahoma College
Kendrick Young, Oklahoma College
Deon'dre Polk, Saginaw Valley
Deishawn Stewart, Muskegon College
Devoniere Jackson, Iowa Central
Quashan Logan, Iowa Central
Desmond Walker, ITT TECH
Andre Foster, Lincoln College
Patrick Johnson, Lakeland College
Jordan Moses-Army
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Romney from Page 12
the progress was the result of state-level
decisons, not presidential action. But ultimately it appears Romney failed to convince
enough voters that the recovery was stalled.
Romney's wealth. Romney is not the first
multi-millionaire to run for the White House,
and his wealth alone may not have been a
fatal flaw. After all, it's possible Democratic
Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts is richer
than Romney, and his wealth was not a major
factor in his defeat by George W. Bush in
2004.
But Romney kept saying things that reinforced a distance from the average
American. During an interview with CNN
after winning the Florida primary in
February, he said he is "not concerned about
the very poor. We have a safety net there. If it
needs repair, I'll fix it."
A videotape surfaced of Romney saying
at a May fundraiser that 47% of Americans
were "victims" who paid no taxes, expected
government handouts and would vote for
Obama regardless.
And he steadfastly refused to release his
tax returns for past years, providing only
summaries that raised as many questions as
they did answers.
The net result is that Romney gave
Democrats plenty of material to paint him as
an out-of-touch rich guy.
Women. Despite ad campaigns, targeted
messages and polls that showed women were
warming to Romney in the final days, he still
lost the female vote to Obama, 55% to 43%,
according to exit polls.
The loss wasn't entirely his fault.
Republican Senate candidate Todd Akin in

Missouri discussed how women's bodies
could prevent pregancies in cases of "legitimate rape," launching a firestorm of protest.
A few months later, Indiana Senate candidate
Richard Mourdock, for whom Romney had
just released an endorsement ad, said he
opposed abortion even in cases of rape
because God intended those pregnancies.
Romney tried to distance himself from
both remarks, but they gave Democrats
plenty of ammunition to argue that
Republicans just don't like women.
"Etch-a-Sketch." As Romney was
closing in on the GOP nomination in March
by highlighting his conservative credentials,
adviser Eric Fehrnstrom said on CNN that
the themes of the general election campaign
may be different. "It's almost like an Etch-aSketch," Fehrnstrom said. "You can kind of
shake it up, and we start all over again."
The remark itself may have had little
impact, but it underscored a lingering weakness in Romney that Democrats (and his
Republican primary opponents) exploited at
every turn — that his positions on such
issues as abortion, health care and climate
change have shifted over the years.
Conservatives ultimately embraced him
despite his background as a moderate
governor of a New England state, but it may
have left doubts among voters about exactly
where he stands.
Hispanics. In the nation's fastest growing
demographic, Romney was crushed, 69% to
29% the exit polls showed, a performance
that was worse than of Sen. John McCain
four years earlier. This would seem to pose
long-term concerns for Republicans who
want to make inroads with Hispanic voters.

Phoenix Residential Services

Phoenix Residential Services, a family oriented community based organization.
Phoenix Residential Services provides support services to its clients ensuring that they
receive optimal standards of living.
The following Services are offered to provide for
the mental, emotional and physical well-being of our clients:
Vocational exploration • Transportation • Financial budgeting
Semi-independent • Independent housing • Psychiatric referrals

LICENSED AND CERTIFIED STAFF
Services are administered by licenses and certified individuals who take pride in
working with specialized populations.
The business was started in 1972 with only two facilities; it has expanded to seven
group homes with fifty employees. Through the Leonard’s efforts Phoenix Residential
services excels at providing the most comprehensive services in Southeastern
Michigan.
The Leonard’s also sponsor two scholarships and a bible ministry. Established in memory of John and Ethel Leonard, Mary and Rev. W.L. Harris and Julie Leonard
Donaldson, The Harris/Leonard Education Fund, provides health services to applicants that have medical and emotional disabilities. The Wright/Williams Family
Scholarship Fund provides scholarships to deserving students based on financial need.
They have given over one hundred and seven scholarships. The Leonard’s have also
provided over 100 bibles in the city of Pontiac through their bible outreach, The
Charles & Demetra Leonard Bible Outreach. For information about Phoenix
Residential Services call 248-338-3743 or 248-332-0607.
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New “Dancing with the Doctors”
event raises over $100,000
BIRMINGHAM — The McLaren Oakland Riley Foundation’s
Dancing with the Doctors gala raised over $100,000 on Saturday,
November 3, 2012. McLaren physicians partnered with professional
dancers at the sold-out event, designed after the popular ABC show
Dancing with the Stars. The successful event, emceed by Paula L.
Tutman of WDIV Channel 4, raised vital funds for underserved children and families in northern Oakland County.
In a joint community venture, the McLaren Oakland Riley
Foundation partnered with Fred Astaire Bloomfield Hills, the event
dance sponsor. Professional instructors from Fred Astaire worked
with each physician individually to provide dance lessons and choreograph a routine that was tailored to each physician’s style and
talents.
The physicians who put on their dancing shoes to raise money and
make a difference in the health and well being of the community
were Tressa Gardner, D.O., Preston Thomas, M.D., Harrison Tong,
D.O., Mary Jo K. Voelpel, D.O., and Jonathan Zaidan, M.D. Prior to
competing, the physicians practiced regularly, committing to approximately 20 practices in less than six weeks.
Setting the bar high from the start was Dr. Tong and partner
Veronica Bell, dancing bachata. The dancers faced a panel of special
guest judges that consisted of Honorable Leo Bowman, Honorable
Phyllis C. McMillen, Honorable Denise Langford Morris, and
Honorable Wendy Potts. The judges provided witty and entertaining commentary with remarks like, “You have great arrhythmia,”
and “The lab results are in; you’re perfect.”
Closing up the dance portion of the event was Dr. Voelpel and
partner Jordan Cowan. Their east coast swing dance to Pretty
Woman received a standing ovation.
Another standing ovation went to special guest L. Brooks
Patterson who showed his support of the event by making an
appearance. Patterson approached the podium to thank all of the
physicians and staff of McLaren Oakland that have helped him on his
path towards recovery since his August car crash.
Dr. Gardner, Director of Emergency/Trauma Service and dance
partner Donald Westphal were crowned champions of the night with
their west coast swing dance. Gardner received a perfect score of 10
from each of the judges and the most honorial donations, making
her the winner of the dance competition. “This experience has been
unlike anything else that I’ve done. It was nice to get away from the
stresses of life, relax and just feel the music,” explained Gardner. I’m
very happy to have been a part of such a great fundraising event.”
Some of the programs that will benefit from this event include:
• McLaren Oakland Children’s Clinic - providing 2,000 patient visits
each year to uninsured children free of charge
• Sister & Sister Free Mammogram Program – providing nearly
1,400 free mammogram screening and diagnostic mammograms to
underserved women each year
• OsteoCHAMPS - awarding $20,000 in scholarships to Pontiac
High School students to attend Michigan State University’s
OsteoCHAMPS residential summer program
• Riley Scholars - providing in-school tutoring, mentoring, career
days and other programs to ensure that Pontiac students are
academically prepared to take advantage of the Pontiac Promise

A special thanks was extended to the following sponsors by Teresa A. Rodges,
Executive Director of the Riley Foundation for their outstanding support.
Corporate Sponsor
DeGarA, P.L.L.C.
Tango Sponsors
Andover & Lahser High Schools Volley for the Cure
Pontiac Academy for Excellence 1st Annual Superintendent’s Breast
Cancer Walkathon

Rumba Sponsors
Chrysler Group, LLC
Dakkota Integrated Systems
MSU College of Osteopathic
Medicine
McLaren Cancer Institute
Omnirad Imaging Specialists
Heart Care, P.C.
J. Keith Atkinson, D.O.
J. Quen Dickey Jr., D.O.
Creagh E. Milford, D.O.
Leonard Salvia, D.O.
Mark P. Stuart, D.O.

Cha Cha Sponsors
Oncologic Specialists, P.C.
MaryJo K. Voelpel, D.O., F.A.C.O.I.
Hustle Sponsors
Baker College of Auburn Hills
Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & Lyman,
PLLC
McKesson
Queen Quality Laundry
Sodexo
UAW-Ford National Programs Center

Media Sponsors
Hour Media
The Oakland Press
Pontiac News
Advertising Sponsors
Audrik Inc., dba Roto Rooter
Charter Technologies, Inc.
Genisys Credit Union
Michigan Works! Job Link
Service Center
Mueller Mayville, P.C.
Oakland Primary Health Services
Rochester Knee & Sports
Medicine, P.C.

If you would like to make a contribution to the Riley Foundation,
please call # 248-338-5385 or email teresa.rodges@mclaren.org.
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P rogrammer Analyst: Application support of highly transactional custom Oracle database app.; troubleshoot system/app.
issues & determine resolution. Write, compile, & modify programs. Development, logic, coding, corrections; create test data
& plans, debug & revise programs. Reqs.: BS/CS & min. 5 yrs
exp. in Java/J2EE development; designing & implementing solutions utilizing design & architecture patterns; Javascript; CSS &
Web 2.0 techniques; TDD techniques & continuous integration;
Ajax & HTML; Eclipse & Maven tools; & Hibernate or MyBatis
w/ min. of 3 yrs of reqd. exp. in server bus or data replication.
Strong OO programming skills in 3-tier application/web design
& development reqd. Foreign edu equiv of deg. acceptable.
Submit to: RGIS, LLC, 2000 E. Taylor Road, Auburn Hills, MI
48326 and/or email: SHart01@RGIS.com.

The
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Subscription Order Form
Yes, I would like to receive The Pontiac News at my
( ) Business or ( ) Home ( ) Church
Cost of subscription is $26 annually or .50 per issue
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GENERAL LABOR
POSITIONS
All shifts in N. Oakland County
Pay $8.50 per hour
Must clear background check
Call (248) 528-1444

Sewer Cleaners
We Open it Before
24 Hours

Name_________________________________________________

Open Up Your Doors an
we will open your drain:
Drains – Sewer Lines – Sinks
Gutters – Toilets and Much More

Address_______________________________________________

Since 1966

City/State/Zip__________________________________________

24 Hours 248-739-2406

Company______________________________________________

Telephone #______________________Fax # _________________
Email Address__________________________________________

THE ROOFING CO.

Website Address________________________________________

We Do It All – Work Guaranteed

Mail completed Subscription Form to: The Pontiac News - P.O.
Box 431412 - Suite 1, Pontiac, Michigan 48343.
Email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net
Phone - 248-758-1411 www.thepontiacnews.com

FREE ESTIMATES – LICENSED & INSURED – DBA

Advertisement Information

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED FOR 40 YEARS

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES
OF SHINGLE WORK AND ALL REPAIRS
WOODSHAKES OUR SPECIALITY

Ads should be submitted in a Word, jpg, pdf, or tiff and payment must accompany ad. Deadline for submission of ad copy is 2 weeks prior to publication
date (See Media Kit for ad size, cost, publication dates and related information).

Contact: Email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net
or Phone - 248-758-1411for more information
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING A
CONTRIBUTING WRITER, OR DISTRIBUTOR OF
TPN PLEASE CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY!
Email thepontiacnews@sbcglobal.net Phone - 248-758-1411

www.thepontiacnews.com
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All Flat Roofs • Torch Down
Tree Trimming & Removal
COOPER ROOFS • SIDING
TRIM • GUTTERS

248-373-4776
Emergency Only:
810-624-5074
Charles R. Ruark
Dale Benge
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*Price using GM employee discount, national rebate and lease conquest. Price does not
include tax, plates, title or document fees. Price does not include tax. Offer ends 11.30.2012.

2010 GMC Terrain................................$20,992 ......$263 mo
2007 Buick Rendezvous ......................$11,491
2006 Buick Rendezvous ......................$10,491
2008 Chevy Tahoe ..............................$24,993 ......$313 mo
2007 Chevy Silverado..........................$17,993 ......$267 mo
2006 GMC Sierra ................................$17,991 ......$267 mo
2004 Chevy Silverado 1500 ................$12,491
2009 GMC 4WD Sierra Crew Cab ............................$275 mo
2009 Chevy 4WD Silverado Ext Cab ........................$299 mo
2007 4WD Chevy Avalanche ................$22,991
2008 GMC 4WD Sierra Crew Cab ............................$275 mo

2010 GMC 4WD Sierra Crew Cab
2010 Pontiac G6 ......................................................$199 mo
2007 Saturn Vue ......................................................$169 mo
2009 Pontiac G8 ......................................................$279 mo
2008 Dodge Charger ONLY 13,200 miles!................$299 mo
2009 4WD GMC Envoy ............................................ $225 mo
2007 Cadillac SRX ..............................$13,991
2010 Chevy Traverse ............................$27,991
2009 GMC 4WD Sierra Crew Cab ............................$293 mo
2009 Chrysler Aspen ................................................$299 mo

*Payment does not include tax. 20% down payment. 60-72 month payments terms.
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